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ABSTRACT
◥

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a highly heteroge-
neous cancer lacking actionable targets. Using a phenotypic
screen of TNBC cells, we discovered a novel multiple kinase
inhibitor tinengotinib (TT-00420) that strongly inhibited Aurora
A/B, FGFR1/2/3, VEGFRs, JAK1/2, and CSF1R in biochemical
assays. Exposure to tinengotinib specifically inhibited prolifera-
tion across all subtypes of TNBC in vitro and in vivo, while
leaving luminal breast cancer cells intact. Incubation of
HCC1806 with tinengotinib led to dose-dependent downregula-
tion of genes essential for TNBC cell growth and proliferation.

Studies revealed that the potential mechanism of action of
tinengotinib involved, predominantly, inhibition of Aurora A
or B kinase activity, while inhibition of other pathways contrib-
uted to suppression of potency and activity. In vitro treatment of
TNBC cell lines or in vivo administration in a syngeneic model
with tinengotinib resulted in up-regulation of CXCL10 and 11 or
diminished tumor-associated macrophage (TAM) infiltration.
Tinengotinib represents a novel combinatorial inhibitory mech-
anism to treat TNBC. The phase I trial of tinengotinib was
completed (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03654547).

Introduction
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), defined as a cancer subtype

lacking expression of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor
(PR), and HER2, accounts for 15%–20% of all breast cancers (1).
Owing to its highly heterogeneous and aggressive nature and the
absence of well-defined molecular targets of the disease, TNBC pre-
sents a major challenge to effective cancer therapy (2, 3).

Application of multiple ‘omics’ technologies have revealed an
unexpected level of heterogeneity in TNBC. Lehmann and colleagues
identified six TNBC subtypes, including two basal-like–related sub-
groups [basal-like 1/2 (BL1/2)], two mesenchymal-related subgroups
[mesenchymal (MES) andmesenchymal stem-like (MSL)], one immu-
nomodulatory subgroup (IM) and one luminal androgen receptor
(LAR) group (4). By interrogating both mRNA and DNA profiles, this
molecular subtyping was further refined to four stable and reproduc-
ible subtypes (5, 6), which includes one LAR, one MES, one basal-like
immunosuppressed (BLIS) and one IM subtype.

Because of the intrinsic heterogeneity and the lack of actionable
targets, chemotherapy and surgery still remain the primary ther-
apeutic options for patients with newly diagnosed TNBC (7), and
only a handful of targeted therapies have been approved as second-
line or last-line options for the treatment of patients with TNBC.
Additional potentially druggable targets or pathways in different
TNBC subtypes have been identified by molecular profiling efforts.
Both Aurora A and B are upregulated in BL1 and BL2 subtypes (4).
Several receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling pathways, namely
EGFR, FGFR, VEGFR, are commonly hyperactivated in BL2,
M, and MSL. The IM subtype is characterized by the elevation
of JAK/STAT signaling. Collectively, combinatorially targeting
proto-oncogenic genes represent a promising therapeutic option
to treat TNBC (4–6).

To tackle the clinical challenge of TNBC, we proposed to design a
new drug modality that simultaneously targets several features of
TNBC. This effort led to the discovery of a multi-kinase inhibitor,
tinengotinib, which is cable of pharmacologically targeting several
prominent signaling pathways in TNBC. This combined strategy
resulted in universal proliferation inhibition, reduced angiogenesis
and epithelial-mesenchymal cells transition (EMT), and elevated
immuno-oncologic response in in vitro and in vivo TNBC models.
Taken together, tinengotinib represents a novel strategy to treat TNBC
by regulating several cancer pathways concomitantly, and the data in
this work warrants further clinical development in TNBC.

Materials and Methods
Chemicals and reagents

Tinengotinib (WO2018108079A1, example 6, compound 29)
were synthesized by TransThera. For in vitro assays, compounds
were dissolved in DMSO to be 10 mmol/L as stock, then diluted to
yield a final DMSO concentration of 1%. For in vivo efficacy
studies, tinengotinib was formulated in 0.5% Methylcellulose (MC),
and orally administrated 10 mL/kg in volume to individuals with
indicated dosages.
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Kinase assays
Study was performed bymobility shift assay, ADP-Glo luminescent

assay, Lance Ultra assay or Latha screen assay according to internally
standard operating procedures (SOP) with ATP concentration at Km.
Tinengotinib at 500 nmol/L was initially used to assess the inhibitory
activity on prototypic human kinases, and then IC50 values were
determined for those with high inhibitory rate, under a 3-fold dilution
series of concentrations starting from 3 mmol/L.

In vitro assays
Cellular viability assay, real-time PCR, and Western blotting

Cells were commercially purchased from ATCC or Cobioer,
followed with short tandem repeat (STR) authentication and myco-
plasma test by One-step Quickcolor Mycoplasma Detection Kit
(Yisemed). Cells within 20 passages were seeded into cell culture
plates (Nunc) overnight prior to use. The following day, cultures were
refreshed with media containing tinengotinib or vehicle DMSO.

For cellular viability assays, cell viability was determined by
CellTiter-Glo Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Promega) or Cell
Counting Kit-8 (Beyotime). For combinatorial assays, inhibitors of
different mechanisms were mixed and diluted equally or with a fixed
working concentration of 500 nmol/L. After 72 or 144 hours, cell
viability was measured according to manufacturer’s instructions.

For real-time PCR studies, cells were collected with indicated
treatment intervals for further RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis,
following manufacturer’s instructions for RNAeasy Plus Universal
Mini Kit (Qiagen) and HiScript II Q Select RT SuperMix for RNA
(Vazyme), respectively. Relative mRNA levels of tested genes were
quantified onABIQuantStudio 12K Flex (Thermo Fisher Scientific) by
SYBR Green (Vazyme) and calculated with −ΔΔCt method by
normalization to Gapdh as reference. Relevant primer information is
listed in Supplementary Table S1.

ForWestern blotting, cell lysates were collected byRIPA (Beyotime)
after treated as indicated, quantified with BCA Protein Quantification
Kit (Beyotime), and detected by antibodies listed in Supplementary
Table S2.

Cell-cycle analysis
Cells were treated with tinengotinib at varying concentrations for

24 hours. Cells were collected and prepared under the manufacturer’s
instructions using PI/RNase Staining Buffer (BD Biosciences), and
further analyzed by flow cytometry on the FACSCanto II Cytometer
(BD Biosciences).

Wound-healing assay
HCC1806 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and scratched to

simulate a wound site, and then treated with tinengotinib or DMSO
for 24 hours. Images were captured by a microscope CCD camera
(OPTIKA).

In vivo models
All procedures related to animal handling, care and the treatment

were performed according to guidelines approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) following the guidance of
the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care (AAALAC).

Subcutaneous xenograft models
Patient-derived xenografts (PDX) were established from TNBC

patients following informed consent as previously described (8).
Performance of the experimental protocol and maintenance of animal

housing were conducted in accordance with institutional guidelines as
proposed by the French Ethics Committee (Agreement B75–05–18).
TheTNBCmolecular subtypes of PDXwere determined on the basis of
gene expression data with TNBCtype software (9).

Female nude mice were used for in vivo xenograft studies. For
HCC1806 xenograft model, 1�106 cells were inoculated subcutane-
ously; for PDX models, TNBC tumor fragments of about 1 cm3 were
inoculated subcutaneously. Mice were dosed after mean tumor sized
reached approximate 100 mm3. Tinengotinib or vehicle was orally
administrated once daily as indicated.

Tumor growth was evaluated by measuring two perpendicular
tumor diameters with calipers twice a week. Individual tumor volumes
were calculated: V¼ a� b2/2, where “a” is the largest diameter, “b” is
the smallest diameter. For each tumor, volumes were expressed in
relation to the initial volume as relative tumor volume (RTV). Tumor
growth inhibition (TGI) of treated tumors versus vehicle control was
calculated as the ratio of the mean RTV in the treated group to the
mean RTV in the vehicle group at the same time.

In PDX models, for each tumor the percent change in volume was
calculated as (Vf � V0/V0)/100, V0 being the initial volume (at the
beginning of treatment) and Vf the final volume (at the end of
treatment). A decrease in tumor volume of at least 50% was classified
as regression, an increase in tumor volume of at least a 35% identified
progressive disease and volumes changes between þ35% and �50%
were considered as stable disease (10, 11).

For pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic analysis purpose, at 0, 0.5,
1, 3, 7, 12, and 24 hours after the last dosing in HCC1806 model,
the blood and tumor samples were collected for pharmacokinetic
analysis. For IHC analysis, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)
HCC1806 tumors were stained by hematoxylin and related antibodies
as listed in Supplementary Table S2.

Matrigel plug assay
Female nude mice were inoculated subcutaneously with 0.5 mL

Growth Factor Reduced (GFR) BD Matrigel matrix containing 0.05%
BSA with or without 200 ng/mL bFGF and 600 ng/mL VEGF as
“Matrigel plug” and randomized (n ¼ 6 per group). Tinengotinib or
nintedanib, a typical anti-angiogenesis tool compound, was orally
administrated once daily as indicated. Day 7 postrandomization, the
Matrigel plug of individual mice was collected for gross observation
and hemoglobin analysis. Hemoglobin quantity was normalized by its
corresponding Matrigel plug weight.

Subcutaneous syngeneic models
The antitumor activity of tinengotinib monotherapy was evaluated

in syngeneic murine models bearing 4T1 (TNBC) or MC38 (colon
tumor) in Balb/C and C57/BL6 immunocompetent mice, respectively,
as well as in immunodeficient NU/NU nude mice. Excised lungs in
MC38 studies were fixed with Bouin–Hollande fixative, followed with
pulmonary metastatic nodules counting and analysis. For combina-
torial therapy study, tinengotinib were dosed with or without mice
anti–PD-L1 antibody in mice with syngeneic murine MC38 subcuta-
neous inoculation. Murine cells were inoculated subcutaneously, and
mice were dosed after mean tumor sized reached around 100 mm3.

Statistical analysis
The data were represented as the mean � SEM as indicated.

Statistical analyses were performed in ordinary one-way ANOVA for
studies of more than two groups, and two-tailed Student t tests for TV
in in vivo PDX studies with only two groups in Prism 8.0 (GraphPad
Software). P < 0.05 was defined as significant differences.
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Clinical trials
The phase I, first-in-human, dose escalation and expansion study of

tinengotinib (NCT03654547) enrolled adult patients with advanced or
metastatic solid tumors as previously reported (12). On the basis of the
manageable safety profile and the preliminary efficacy, a phase Ib/II
TNBC-focused trial was initiated in the United States (NCT04742959)
and China. All trials have obtained written informed consent from the
patients with none were excluded.

Data availability
The data generated in this study are available within the article and

its Supplementary Data files.

Results
Phenotype-based screening identifies tinengotinib as a
candidate to treat TNBC

We performed a preliminary screen in two TNBC cell lines, MDA-
MB-468 and BT-549, using a focused kinase inhibitor library. A
published compound with the structure of 7,8 -disubstituted pyrazolo
benzodiazepine, was identified as an initial hit (13). A series
of proprietary derivatives with 2-chlorophenyl substituted pyrido
[4,3-e][1,4] diazepine scaffold were designed and synthesized. Among
them, the morpholine compound tinengotinib (Fig. 1A) exhibited
potent and balanced activities against MDA-MB-468 and BT-549.
Tinengotinib also demonstrated acceptable liver microsome stabilities
and good in vivo pharmacokinetic profiles (Supplementary Table S3).
Therefore, tinengotinib was subjected to further exploration.

In a panel of human breast cancer cell lines, tinengotinib showed
selective inhibition against TNBC lines, but not luminal cell lines, while
CDK4/6 inhibitor palbociclib was effective only against luminal cell
lines (Fig. 1B). We profiled tinengotinib against a panel of human

protein kinases in vitro, covering the majority of prototypic kinases
(Supplementary Table S4). As shown in Table 1, tinengotinib dem-
onstrated a spectrum-selective multi-target kinase profile, potently
inhibiting kinases related to mitosis (Aurora A/B), angiogenesis
(FGFR1/2/3, VEGFRs), tumor cell proliferation, and immune activity
(JAK1/2, CSF1R). In addition, tinengotinib demonstrated favorable
physicochemical properties and good safety profile to support its
further development (Supplementary Tables S3 and S5).

Tinengotinib suppresses the expression of “Achilles cluster”
genes essential for TNBC cell growth and proliferation

Previous studies have identified a collection of signaling molecules
and transcription factors (TF) whose expression levels are specifically
enriched in TNBC but not in other breast cancer types. This group of
genes, designated as the “Achilles cluster” of TNBC, represents
collective vulnerability among TNBC (14). EGFR is predominantly
upregulated in TNBC. FOSL1, a Fos family TF, is highly enriched as
enhancers of cellular activity and acts as a key regulator of TNBC
proliferation and viability (15). Twist1 is a basic helix-loop-helix
(bHLH) domain-containing transcription factor, and it plays a critical
role in EMT and cancer cell migration and invasion (16). Snai2, also
known as Slug, promotes aggressiveness and resistance to therapy by
enhancing cancer cell stem-like and EMT properties in TNBC (17).
FOXC1 transcription factor, associated with TNBC metastasis, is
identified as a crucial regulator and prognostic biomarker of
TNBC (18). MYC is a bHLH zipper (bHLHZ) motif–containing
transcription factor. As a well-established proto-oncogene, its ampli-
fication is found in 60% of TNBC (19) and involved in cell prolifer-
ation, survival, cancer cell stem–like properties, and immune suppres-
sion (20). To interrogate the effects of tinengotinib on the expression
of “Achilles cluster”, TNBC cells HCC1806 were incubated with
tinengotinib, and RNA was isolated for quantitative PCR analyses.

Figure 1.

Tinengotinib is highly active as a
multi-kinase inhibitor in the treat-
ment of TNBC. A, Chemical structure
of tinengotinib. B, Heatmap depict-
ing cellular sensitivity of tinengotinib
and Palbociclib in Luminal (n ¼ 7)
and TNBC (n ¼ 6) breast cancer
types. Cells were treated by indicat-
ed compounds for 72 hours (TNBC)
or 144 hours (Luminal). IC50 values
(nmol/L) are shown in each cell. Data
for Palbociclib was taken from pub-
lished literature (31). C, Gene expres-
sion regulation of tinengotinib on
a panel of TNBC-related genes by
RT-qPCR in HCC1806 cells with 18-
hour treatment (n ¼ 3). Gene expres-
sion level is normalized to vehicle
(1% DMSO) group.
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Incubationwith tinengotinib led to downregulation ofEGFR,TWIST1,
SNAI2, FOSL1, FOXC1, and MYC (Fig. 1C). Taken together, tinen-
gotinib represents a drug with a novel combinatorial inhibitory
mechanism to for the treatment of TNBC.

The unique target combination profile of tinengotinib enables it
to address combined oncogene addiction in TNBC

Codependency on multiple kinase networks has been proposed as
an oncogenic advantage given the highly heterogeneous nature of
TNBC. We wondered whether the multi-kinase inhibitory capacity of
tinengotinib contributed to its unique target combination profile. A
pharmacologic approach was taken to illustrate the mechanism of
action of tinengotinib. In this study, selective Aurora A inhibitor
(alisertib), selective Aurora B inhibitor (barasertib), pan-JAK inhibitor
(tofacitinib), anti-angiogenetic inhibitor (lenvatinib), and EGFR
inhibitor (erlotinib) were evaluated against a panel of five cancer cell
lines representing five subtypes of TNBC. The IC50 values of each drug
alone, or of various combinations, were measured and compared with
tinengotinib.

MDA-MB-468 cells, a BL1 subtype of TNBC, were sensitive to
both alisertib and barasertib with an IC50 comparable to that of
tinengotinib. Combining either Aurora-selective inhibitor with
tofacitinib or lenvatinib did not affect the IC50 values (Table 2;
Supplementary Fig. S1A). In a BL2-type cell line, HCC1806, none of
the single agents produced an antiproliferative effect except tinen-
gotinib. However, when combined with erlotinib, both Aurora-
selective inhibitors demonstrated dramatically improved growth
inhibitory effects, and the activity of the alisertib/erlotinib pair was
>10 times more sensitive than that of barasertib/erlotinib pair,
the latter of which could be improved with the addition of tofa-
citinib or lenvatinib. Combining alisertib with barasertib or the
combination of tofacitinib, lenvatinib, and erlotinib or the combi-
nation of all five drugs did not further increase their inhibitory
activity (Table 2; Supplementary Fig. S1B). In a representative MSL
cell line Hs 578T, alisertib plus barasertib and a third drug gave rise
to the most active inhibitory effect, while either drug combined with
any other two drugs also demonstrated good potency (Table 2;
Supplementary Fig. S1C). In the M subtype cell line, BT549,
tinengotinib’s antiproliferative capability was considered to rely
solely on Aurora A inhibition; the alisertib/tofacitinib/lenvatinib
combination exhibited the best activity (Table 2; Supplementary
Fig. S1D). Finally, alisertib alone could effectively inhibit growth of
the IM cell line Du4475, and this activity was not enhanced with
additional drugs (Table 2; Supplementary Fig. S1E). In the com-
binatorial mechanism study, we demonstrated that inhibition of
Aurora A or B lays the cornerstone for the pan-TNBC inhibitory
effect of tinengotinib, while inhibition of angiogenesis, JAK family,
or EGFR pathway further contributes to the potency and activity of
tinengotinib.

Tinengotinib effectively blocks proliferation, angiogenesis,
metastasis and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition in
tumor cells

Although combined pharmacologic inhibition recapitulated the
anti-TNBC activities of tinengotinib, the biological consequences
resulting from target engagement by tinengotinib was unclear, there-
fore a series of studies were performed to address this question.

Blockage of Aurora kinase pathway by tinengotinib
HCC1806 cells were synchronized atG2–Mphase by the application

of nocodazole, and treated with serial dilution of tinengotinib. The
autophosphorylation of Aurora A/B and the phosphorylation of
downstream signal Histone H3, direct substrate of Aurora B, were
assayed to evaluate the antikinase activity of tinengotinib in vitro. As
shown in Fig. 2A and S2, after 24 hours of treatment, the phosphor-
ylation of Aurora pathway (p-Aurora A/B and p-Histone H3) were
effectively inhibited. Interestingly, total protein levels of Aurora
kinases were also slightly downregulated using the highest concen-
tration of tinengotinib. The effect of Aurora kinase inhibition on cell
cycle was determined by FACS analysis. After 24 hours of treatment,
HCC1806 cells were arrested in G2–M phase in a dose-dependent
manner, consistent with previous results of Aurora B inhibition
(Fig. 2B; Supplementary Fig. S3). A similar cell-cycle arrest profile
was also observed among other TNBC cell lines (Supplementary
Fig. S3). In the HCC1806 tumor xenograft model, IHC staining of
p-Histone H3 was performed and consistent with the in vitro obser-
vation, tinengotinib dose-dependently reduced p-Histone H3 level in
tumors (Fig. 2C).

Blockage of EGFR pathway by tinengotinib
EGFR dependency was revealed pharmacologically in a number

of TNBC cell lines (21). In the “Achilles” set, expression of EGFR
was dose-dependently suppressed by tinengotinib. We wondered if
suppression could be reflected at protein levels as well. In the
HCC1806 cellular assay, phosphorylated EGFR diminished upon
tinengotinib treatment, accompanied with according decrease of
total EGFR protein level and consistent with the suppressed tran-
scription of EGFR (Fig. 1C and Supplementary Fig. S4). Notably, in
the same experiment, the protein levels of PTPN12, the tyrosine
phosphatase as a tumor suppressor, downregulating the EGFR
phosphorylation, whose targets include EGFR and HER2 but fre-
quently compromised in TNBC (22), was not essentially increased
across various concentrations of tinengotinib (Supplementary
Fig. S4). Therefore, tinengotinib indirectly downregulated EGFR
phosphorylation through the suppression of EGFR transcription
but not PTPN12.

Blockage of VEGFR pathway by tinengotinib
Tinengotinib dramatically inhibited the cell viability at an IC50 of

9.4 nmol/L (Supplementary Fig. S5). It blunted phosphorylation
of VEGFR2 in HUVEC cells in vitro (Fig. 2D). To confirm the
antiangiogenetic activity of tinengotinib, female Balb/C nude mice
were injected subcutaneously with Matrigel matrix containing either
200ng/mLbFGF and 600ng/mLVEGFor 0.05%BSA.At the end point
of the study, Matrigel implants were excised and homogenized for
hemoglobin analysis. As shown in Fig. 2E, tinengotinib produced
significant inhibition of angiogenesis in Matrigel plugs in mice. In the
HCC1806 in vivo study, IHC staining of CD34, a known vascular
endothelial cell biomarker, was performed on tumors. Similar trend on
angiogenesis of tinengotinib was also observed with reduced CD34þ

vascular cells in tumors (Fig. 2F).

Table 1. Inhibitory activities of tinengotinib on human kinases.

Kinase IC50/nmol/L Kinase IC50/nmol/L

Aurora A 1.2 KDR 2.5
Aurora B 3.3 VEGFR3 0.93
FGFR1 2.3 JAK1 15
FGFR2 1.5 JAK2 0.75
FGFR3 3.5 CSF1R 7.0
VEGFR1 2.4
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Blockage of JAK/STAT/IDO pathway by tinengotinib
TNBC possesses a specific regulatory feedback loop incorporating

increased IL6 and IL8 autocrine and paracrine signaling and the JAK/
STAT signaling axis, to promote anchorage-independent growth,
EMT transition, and resistance to apoptosis. The effects of tinengotinib
on STAT3 phosphorylation inMDA-MB-231, anMSL TNBC cell line
with elevated JAK/STAT3 activity, were evaluated by Western blot
(Supplementary Fig. S6A). Tinengotinib exhibited dose-dependent
inhibition on STAT3 phosphorylation. In HeLa cells, IFNg-stimulated
IDO expression is mediated through the JAK/STAT3 pathway. The
effect of tinengotinib was evaluated in rhIFNg-stimulated HeLa cells
by Western blotting. Results indicated that tinengotinib dramatically
inhibited cellular IDO expression (Supplementary Fig. S6B). More-
over, downstream genes in JAK/STAT pathway, including CCND1,
BCL2L1, and VEGFA, were analyzed and suppressed expressions were
observed in TNBC cells treated by tinengotinib (Supplementary
Fig. S6C). Taken together, tinengotinib may modulate the prolifera-
tion, survival, invasiveness, and immune signaling in TNBC cells
driven by dysregulated JAK/STAT3 pathway.

Blockage of EMT by tinengotinib
TNBC is characterized by enrichment of EMT markers and a

high rate of distal metastases. Snai2 and Twist1, transcriptional
factors directly regulating EMT, were downregulated by tinengo-
tinib (Fig. 1C). In HCC1806 cells, the expression of N-cadherin
(CDH2), a cell surface marker of active EMT, was downregulated
with tinengotinib treatment (Supplementary Fig. S7A). Consistently
with this finding is the demonstrating that tinengotinib dose-
dependently blunted HCC1806 cancer cell migration in wound-
healing assay (Supplementary Fig. S7B), and hampered lung metas-
tasis nodules formation in MC38 in vivo mice models (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S7C).

Tinengotinib is highly active in preclinical in vivo TNBC models
The in vivo anti-TNBC activities of tinengotinib were tested in a

number of preclinical models. In the HCC1806 tumor xenograft
model, tinengotinib displayed strong dose-dependent tumor growth
inhibition (Fig. 3A). Plasma samples of all three treatment groups and
tumor samples of 15 mg/kg group were collected, and the concentra-
tions of tinengotinib were analyzed. As shown in Supplementary
Table S6, both systematic Cmax and AUClast increased proportionally
with dose escalation. After administration of 15 mg/kg, tinengotinib

quickly distributed to tumor sites, with slight accumulation and
delayed peak concentration 7 hours postdosing. These data suggest
good bioavailability and positive dose–efficacy correlation of tinen-
gotinib in a tumor-bearing model.

To validate the effectiveness of tinengotinib in TNBC in vivo, we
performed studies in 12 PDX models representing all molecular
subtypes of TNBC (excepting IM; refs. 23, 24). Tinengotinib was
administered orally at 15 mg/kg (MTD), and RTV and TGI were
calculated. The detailed subtypes, genetic alterations and TGI are
summarized in Supplementary Table S7. Tinengotinib demonstrated
robust antitumor activity in all models tested, with TGI ranging from
61% to 99%. The tumor response of each animal dosed with tinengo-
tinib was further analyzed according to RECIST 1.1 and illustrated in
the waterfall plot. As shown in Fig. 3B, BL2/M/LAR and one of the
UNS models exhibited significant tumor shrinkage after the mono-
therapy of tinengotinib, which met the partial response (PR) criteria.

In the mouse trial, BL1 and MSL were less sensitive to tinengotinib
treatment. Paclitaxel is the current SOC for treatment-na€�ve TNBC
patients. The MSL model HBCx-60 harbors a PI3KCA H1047R
mutation. We further tested whether the combination with paclitaxel
and BYL719 (PI3KCA inhibitor) in BL1 PDXHBCx-39 andMSL PDX
HBCx-60, respectively, might synergize with tinengotinib. As shown
in Fig. 3C and D, the antitumor activities of monotherapy with
tinengotinib, paclitaxel, or BYL719 were consistent with previous
studies. No obvious weight loss or other clinical abnormalities were
observed during the treatment period (Supplementary Fig. S8). In both
combination therapies, the antitumor growth effects were greatly
enhanced as compared with single-agent groups, as tumor volume
shrinkage was observed in multiple mice.

The anti-TNBC activity of tinengotinib was also evaluated in the
drug-resistant setting using PDXBR1282. The study was carried out in
a 2-phase design (Fig. 3E). In the first stage, tinengotinib and paclitaxel
were administrated to tumor-bearing mice according to the methods.
Tinengotinib showed comparable antitumor activity (73% TGI) to
Paclitaxel after 24 days of treatment (Fig. 3F). After initial response,
tumors in the Paclitaxel group rapidly relapsed, the so-called TNBC
paradox. The animals in the vehicle group and one mouse in the
paclitaxel groupwere sacrificed according to the humane endpoints. In
the second phase of the study, the remaining mice in the paclitaxel
group whose tumor volumes reached 1,000 mm3 were switched to
tinengotinib. Switching paclitaxel to tinengotinib manifested dramatic
TGI (Fig. 3G).

Table 2. Inhibition of Aurora kinases combined with other mechanisms contributes pan-TNBC suppression of tinengotinib.

Cell/ 
Subtype 

IC50/nmol/L

Single Combo of 2 Combo of 3 Combo 
of 4

Combo 
of 5

Tinengo�nib Cri�cal Targets 
for TNBC

A B T L E
A B AB AT AL BT BL TL

ABTL ABT
LET L E T L E T L E L E E L E E E

MDA-MB-468 BL1 73 18 # # 57 65 15 18 72 17 47 AuKB/A 
HCC1806 BL2 # # # # # 384 5632 # # 756 # 1002 607 # 1438 940 4654 # 560 240 AuKA+EGFR
Hs 578T MSL # # # # 178 274 279 6446 2035 432 589 890 908 # 197 170 167 AuKA+B
BT549 M 1666 # # # 525 1194 # # 205 # 158 AuKA+JAK+VEGFR

Du4475 IM 11 # # # 11 11 # # 8 # 106 AuKA

Note: TNBC cells were treated with combination of diverse inhibitors for different mechanisms related to tinengotinib for 72 hours to check the cell viability. Chosen
inhibitors dosed equally in mol concentration in HCC1806 and Hs 578T, or fixed concentration of 500 nmol/mL for MDA-MB-468, BT549 and Du4475 (except for
Aurora inhibitors with series dilution).
Abbreviations: A, alisertib, a selective Aurora A inhibitor; B, barasertib, a selective Aurora B inhibitor; T, tofacitinib citrate, a pan-JAK inhibitor; L, lenvatinib,
antiangiogenesis by inhibiting VEGFR/FGFR; E, erlotinib, an EGFR inhibitor.
#IC50 > 10,000 nmol/L.
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Tinengotinib possesses robust immunomodulatory activity
A recent paradigm shift has repositioned small-molecule kinase

inhibitors as both targeted and immune modulators. We hypoth-
esized that the target profile of tinengotinib may confer its immu-
nomodulatory activity. To test this hypothesis, syngeneic murine
4T1 TNBC tumors were inoculated in immune-competent Balb/C
mice, as well as the immuno-deficient NU/NU nude mice, to
evaluate the antitumor activity of tinengotinib. Tinengotinib exhib-
ited significant tumor growth inhibition in tumor-bearing NU/NU

nude mice, and this activity was greatly enhanced in immunocom-
petent Balb/C mice (Fig. 4A and B). This phenomenon was
recapitulated in syngeneic murine MC38 colon tumor model (Sup-
plementary Fig. S9A and S9B). The enhanced anti-tumor activities
in immune-competent mice strongly suggested an immunomodu-
latory contribution of tinengotinib. This was further confirmed in a
second study in MC38, a commonly used model in proof-of-
concept study in combination therapy. When combined with
PD-L1 blockade, a clinically approved treatment in TNBC,
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Figure 2.

Tinengotinib effectively blocks Aurora
kinase and VEGFR signaling pathway.
A, HCC1806 cells were treated by
tinengotinib for 24 hours, following
16-hour stimulation by 100 nmol/L
nocodazole, a microtubule perturbing
agent. The representative images for
the phosphorylation of Aurora kinases
and the downstream Histone H3 are
shown together with Aurora A/B and
glyceraldehyde-phosphate dehydro-
genase (GAPDH) as internal refer-
ences. B, Percentage of cells in each
phaseof cell cycleweredeterminedby
flow cytometry and proceeded by
FlowJo. C, Immunohistochemistry
(IHC) staining graphs (left) and anal-
ysis (right) of p-Histone H3 for
HCC1806 tumors from the study
in Fig. 3A. � Represents a significance
of P < 0.05 versus Vehicle by one-way
ANOVA. D, Human umbilical vein
endothelial (HUVEC) cells were trea-
ted by tinengotinib or Ki8751 (VEGFR
inhibitor) for 1h, followed by 15-minute
stimulation by 100 ng/mL recombi-
nant human VEGF165. The representa-
tive image for the phosphorylation of
VEGFR2 is shown together with
b-Tubulin as internal references.
E,Hemoglobin concentrationsnormal-
ized by Matrigel plug weight
in Matrigel plug assay were depicted
in bar graph and gross images. � and
�� represent a significance of P < 0.05
and P < 0.01, respectively, by one-way
ANOVA. F, IHC staining graphs (left)
and analysis (right) of CD34 for
HCC1806 tumors from the study
in Fig. 3A. � represents a significance
of P < 0.05 v.s. Vehicle by one-way
ANOVA.
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tinengotinib displayed further enhanced tumor growth inhibition
(Supplementary Fig. S9C).

The immunomodulatory activity of tinengotinib may be attrib-
uted to its inhibitory effect on CSF1R which is expressed on tumor-
associated macrophages (TAM). In the tumor microenvironment,
TAMs play an important role in promoting immune suppression
and accelerating tumor cell growth, survival, and metastasis.
Upon the activation of the colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor
(CSF1R) through the binding of macrophage colony stimulating

factor 1 (M-CSF), TAMs are predominantly polarized to a protu-
morigenic M2 phenotype (25). The effects of tinengotinib on CSF1R
phosphorylation in CSF1R-overexpressed 293T cells were evaluated
by Western blot, and the results showed that tinengotinib inhibited
the phosphorylation of CSF1R in a dose-dependent manner (Sup-
plementary Fig. S9D). The functional significance of this inhibition
was further evaluated in human peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMC). The differentiation of PBMC to macrophage induced by
100 ng/mL of rhM-CSF was completely abolished by tinengotinib in

Figure 3.

Tinengotinib is highly active in preclin-
ical in vivo TNBC models. A, HCC1806
TNBC subcutaneous xenograft model
was orally treated with tinengotinib
or vehicle (0.5% MC) once daily as
indicated. Tumor volumes are pre-
sented as geometric Mean � SEM
(n ¼ 8, except for 15 mpk which is of
n ¼ 21 for pharmacokinetic blood col-
lection). B, TNBC PDX models cover-
ing most of the TNBC subtypes
(except for IM) were orally adminis-
trated with 15 mg/kg tinengotinib or
vehicle once daily and 5 days a week
up to 4 weeks (n ¼ 3–5). The percent
tumor volume change from baseline
(tumor volume at the time of random-
ization) at the end of treatment is
depicted, and each bar represents an
individual xenograft.C,HBcx-39TNBC
PDX model was treated with mono-
therapy or combinatorial therapy of
tinengotinib (5 days per week, orally)
and paclitaxel (i.p.). The percent of
tumor volume change from baseline
is depicted, and each bar represents
an individual xenograft (n ¼ 6–8). D,
HBCx-60 TNBC PDX model (with
PIK3CA mutated) was treated with
monotherapy or combinatorial thera-
py of tinengotinib (5 days per week,
PO) and BYL719 (5 days per week,
orally). The percent of tumor volume
change from baseline is depicted, and
each bar represents an individual
xenograft (n¼ 6–8). BYL719 is a selec-
tive PI3Ka inhibitor. E–G, BR1282
TNBC PDX model was administrated
as shown (E), together with tumor
volume of each treatment (F;
mean � SEM, n ¼ 8). After day 36
postrandomization, mice in paclitaxel
group (group 2) switched to tinengo-
tinib treatment once tumor volume
reached, 1,000 mm3, as shown by the
black arrows (G). Each colorful line
represents an individual in group 2,
while black line represents the mean
tumor volume for vehicle group.
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a concentration-dependent manner (Supplementary Fig. S9E).
In the MC38 monotherapy study, tinengotinib treatment resulted
in decreased infiltration of TAM in tumors (Supplementary
Fig. S9F).

It has been reported that inhibition of Aurora kinase activates the
expression of TH1-type chemokines in TNBC cells (26), and this
mechanismmight contribute to the ability of tinengotinib tomodulate
tumormicroenvironment. Treatment ofmurine TNBC 4T1 cells and a
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Figure 4.

Tinengotinib possesses robust immuno-oncology activity. A and B, Tinengotinib possesses robust immuno-oncology activity. Murine TNBC cell line 4T1 cells were
inoculated in immunocompetent Balb/C mice (A) and immunodeficient NU/NU nude mice (B) and orally treated with tinengotinib as indicated once daily. Tumor
volume of each treatment was shown in the figures (mean � SEM, n ¼ 6 or 12). C, Gene expression regulation of tinengotinib on tumor immunology phenotyping
genes by RT-qPCR in murine TNBC cell line 4T1 with 24-hour treatment (n ¼ 3). Gene expression level is normalized to vehicle (1% DMSO) group. D, Schematic
illustration of the possible molecular mechanism of tinengotinib in TNBC.
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panel of human TNBC cells with tinengotinib clearly increased the
expression of both TH1 chemokines CXCL10 and CXCL11 in a dose-
dependent manner (Fig. 4C; Supplementary S9G). Taken together,
tinengotinib is a novel kinase inhibitor in possession of multiple
mechanisms of action against TNBC.

Discussion
Many oncogenic driver mutations have been identified in can-

cers, and interception of druggable targets by small molecules or
antibodies have profoundly transformed the cancer therapy land-
scape. However, in highly heterogeneous cancers, the lack of
actionable targets and co-dependency on multiple pathways present
a challenge to ad hoc drug development. In this study, we dem-
onstrate the feasibility of using phenotypic screening to identify a
spectrum-focused kinase inhibitor, tinengotinib with broad target
specificity capable of intercepting multiple oncogenic pathways
simultaneously. We revealed that the inhibition of Aurora kinases
by tinengotinib is required for its pan-anti-TNBC activity, and the
additional inhibitory effect on VEGFR/FGFR, JAK/STAT, and
EGFR pathways, are sufficiently broad to cover all TNBC subtypes,
regardless of known biomarkers, such as TP53 deficiency, RB loss,
and BRCA mutations. Our discovery not only reconfirms the highly
heterogeneous nature of TNBC, but also echoes the clinical chal-
lenge of using only target-selective intervention to treat heteroge-
neous cancers.

Mechanistically, we observed tumor reduction by tinengotinib via
multiple combined pathways, although we believe that each engaged
targetmay not contribute equivalently as exemplified by the reliance on
Aurora inhibition in our combinatorial pharmacologic studies. Both
Aurora A and B were pharmacologically targeted to inhibit the pro-
liferation of cancer cells, but recent advances in Aurora biology have
greatly enhanced our understating of their essential roles in cancer
development and progression, in addition to their canonical functions
in cell cycle control. In TP53-deficient, NRAS-driven and MYC-
expressing hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC), MYC is stabilized
through the interaction with Aurora A, and the disruption of MYC/
Aurora A complex by conformation-changing Aurora A inhibitors to
prevent the de novo formation of the complex results in MYC degra-
dation and apoptosis of cancer cells (27). A reciprocal activation
between Aurora B and MYC was also discovered in T cell acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL; ref. 28). In the recent report by
Wang (26), treatment of TNBC cells with Aurora inhibitors up-
regulates the expression of CXCL10 and 11, and transforms the tumor
microenvironment from an immune-inhibitory to an immune-active
state, mainly through perturbation of the Aurora A/STAT3 axis.
Altogether, Aurora kinase elicits and maintains many hallmarks of
cancer (29) by directly regulating several key players of oncogenic
transformation.

The pleiotropic effects of tinengotinib may in part be attributable to
its primary inhibitory effect on Aurora kinase. Tinengotinib may
disrupt Aurora/MYC complex and destabilize MYC in TNBC, leading
to a breakdown of MYC-regulated oncogenic programs (27). Tinen-
gotinib also exerts direct antiproliferative and immunomodulatory
effects through inhibition of Aurora in cell-cycle and Aurora/STAT3
pathways, respectively. Intriguingly, whether Aurora A or B or both
participate in Aurora/MYC formation and the mechanism of tinen-
gotinib to disassemble such a complex in TNBC are worthy of further
investigation.

Numerous subtype-selective or pan-Aurora kinase inhibitors have
entered clinical trials, but without exception, their clinical develop-

ments were halted due to the lack of efficacy. These results are
consistent with our findings, in which Aurora inhibition is required,
but not sufficient, to render the pan-TNBC antitumor activity of
tinengotinib. As discussed above, pharmacologic inhibition of
VEGFR, JAK/STAT, EGFR and CSF1R signaling pathways in
tumor cells, endothelial cells and TAM, respectively, by tinengotinib
leads to inhibition of proliferation, reversal of immune-suppression,
and enhanced trafficking of effector T cells into tumor microenvi-
ronment (Fig. 4D). This is reminiscent of the “one-two punch”
therapeutic strategy for the cancer cells (30), in which TNBC
cells are induced to acquire vulnerability by Aurora inhibition,
and that are subsequently targeted and killed by additional inhibi-
tions. Thus, tinengotinib represents a rational strategy to treat
TNBC by concomitantly targeting a number of cancer hallmarks
including proliferation, angiogenesis, EMT, and immune-oncology
through the inhibition on several prominent oncogenic pathways
(Fig. 4D).

We have completed the phase I dose escalation study of tinengotinib
in patients with advanced solid tumors (12). Tinengotinib was well
tolerated across 7 cohorts evaluated, with good pharmacokinetic
parameter compatible with orally once daily regimen. Promising
clinical signals were observed in the 5 evaluable TNBC patients with
1 partial response (PR) and 2 stable disease (SD). Most importantly, in
patients with TNBC who were well tolerated and benefited from
tinengotinib, the drug exposure was in the efficacious range of
pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic study. On the basis of the man-
ageable safety profile and the preliminary efficacy, a phase Ib/II TNBC-
focused trial was initiated in the United States (ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCT04742959) and China.
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